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Conic Saves Space and Budget
Characterized by a simple silhouette, Conic by Janice Feldman is a value-driven group that is ideal
for maximizing space. Featuring a sturdy aluminum frame and intricately woven olefin rope, the
armchair and lounge chair both stack to four while the ottoman is designed to fit perfectly
underneath the lounge chair when not in use.
Available in three neutral finishes—Chassis Silver rope with Chassis Silver frame, Fossil rope
with Talc frame, and Shale rope with Graphite frame—Conic pairs beautifully with the Duo and
Trig collections as well as other JANUS et Cie café and dining tables.
Well suited for contract and hospitality projects, Conic is just as fitting at an outdoor café or rooftop
lounge as it is in a bustling backyard.
Conic collection includes:
-Stackable Armchair
-Stackable Lounge Chair
-Ottoman
Conic finishes:
-Chassis Silver/Chassis Silver
-Fossil/Talc
-Shale/Graphite

About JANUS et Cie:
The Definitive Source for Site, Garden, and Casual Furnishings®
For more than 40 years, JANUS et Cie has been an industry leader in design-driven furnishings for the
outdoors. The luxury furniture brand is now part of Haworth’s Lifestyle Design family with Cappellini,

Cassina, Ceccotti Collezioni, Luminaire, Karakter, Poltrona Frau, DZINE, and Luxury Living Group,
serving commercial, hospitality and residential clients with a dedicated focus on outstanding quality,
superior craftsmanship, and unparalleled service. A client centric, innovative industry leader, JANUS et
Cie is committed to providing collaborative solutions and building strong relationships with global clients
where they live, work, play, relax and learn.
Enthusiastic experts at the forefront of emerging concepts and industry trends, JANUS et Cie’s dedicated
team members develop client partnerships with a shared focus on service and design, as well as enriching
the experiences of built environments worldwide.
The company’s namesake—the Roman god JANUS, whose two faces look both forward and back—is the
foundation of a unified mission: honoring heritage and craft while cultivating talent, perspectives, and
passion to form the future of design. This inspired long-term view is realized through the lens of a unique
corporate culture that encourages curiosity, creativity and collaboration in the pursuit of excellence.
JANUS et Cie offers a catalog of over 6,000 pieces—each design distinguished in concept and form—
which, in addition to furniture, includes a growing commitment to decorative accessories and performance
textiles.
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